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“What concerns me is having a job and living. Will I be alive?…It’s a very tough struggle 
because the United States isn’t a fair country.” (21-year-old Black male)  
 

“I think my life is better as time has gone on since the civil rights movement. More 
opportunities have become available. And there’s not as big of a concentration on race as 
when my parents were children. Not to say that discrimination doesn’t exist, but it’s not 
as prevalent. It’s not as obvious, so it’s kind [of] easier to get around.” (23-year-old 
Black female) 
 

Introduction 

Arguably more than any other subgroup of Americans, Black youth reflect the 

challenges of inclusion and empowerment in the post–civil rights period. Whether the 

issue is the mass incarceration of African Americans, the controversy surrounding 

affirmative action as a policy to redress past discrimination, the increased use of high-

stakes testing to regulate standards of education, debates over appropriate and effective 

campaigns for HIV and AIDS testing and prevention programs, efforts to limit what 

material is taught in sex-education classes, or initiatives to tie means-tested resources to 

family structure and marriage, most of these initiatives and controversies are focused on, 

structured around, and disproportionately affect young, often marginalized Black 

Americans.  

However, in contrast to the centrality of Black youth to the politics and policies of 

the country, their perspectives and voice generally have been absent from not only 

public-policy debates, but also academic research. Increasingly, researchers and policy-

makers have been content to detail and measure the behavior of young Black Americans 

with little concern for their attitudes, ideas, wants, and desires. The Black Youth Project 

begins to fill that void. Specifically, this study serves as a needed corrective to such 
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research, matching observations about the behavior and choices of Black youth with 

information on their norms, values, and decision-making processes. 

In addition to filling significant voids in data gathering, the Black Youth Project 

highlights and demands that attention be focused on the lives of young Black Americans. 

These young people deserve the country’s attention because their lives pose critical 

questions for the future functioning of our democracy. For if we are to measure the 

country’s commitment to and success in reaching the principles of democratic inclusion, 

justice, and equality, made visible during the civil rights movement and the black power 

movement, then we must understand and attend to the attitudes, concerns and needs of 

this generation. While the young Black Americans at the center of this study did not live 

under Jim Crow or experience the harshest realities of systematic economic, political, and 

social exclusion, they represent the generation of Black Americans expected to benefit 

most from the country’s attempts at societal transformation. It seems essential to 

understand how young people from communities that have been marginalized based on 

race, ethnicity, and class as well as other sources of stratification think about the political 

world and their status in it. This insight is especially important if we are to facilitate the 

inclusion of these often vulnerable and alienated voices, politically empowering these 

young people to participate in governing and policy-making processes that often target 

their lives and their communities.  

 

Methodology 

The Black Youth Project uses a multimethodological research design, built 

around a new national survey of young people ages 15–25. Using NORC: A National 
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Organization for Research at the University of Chicago to mount the survey, we secured 

1,590 respondents from across the country, including an oversample of Black and 

Latino/a respondents. Data collection began July 20, 2005, and ended November 10, 

2005, resulting in a sixteen-week field period. A total of fifty-nine interviewers worked 

on the project during this time. The data collection involved a 45-minute computer-

assisted phone interview for eligible participants with a 5-minute screener. Eligible 

respondents who completed the interview received an incentive payment of $20 or $40. A 

random digit dial sample was used to identify survey participants. The final unweighted 

interviewer response rate was 62.1 percent. The average standard or margin of error is 

less than 2 percent. 

These survey data are now being paired with in-depth interviews with 

approximately forty Black respondents who completed the original survey in five cities: 

Chicago, Illinois; Detroit, Michigan; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; St. Louis, Missouri; and 

Gary, Indiana. The in-depth interviews provide a more detailed understanding of the 

attitudes, decision-making, and behavior of young Black Americans. Finally, in spring 

2007 the research team will begin conducting a content analysis on our newly created 

dataset of the top rap songs over the last ten years as documented by the Billboard music 

chart. 

 

A Marginalized Existence 

“When you grow up in poor neighborhoods and…you see all these drug dealers, or even 
gangbangers, with these nice cars and everything…all this jewelry, you know how 
they’re getting it. And you know that’s an easy way for you to get it….therefore, you get 
it. You get into that [drug dealing] so…you can have the money. And a lot of them do it, 
so that way their parents don’t have to work so much…” (24-year-old Black female) 
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The continuing and disproportionate social, political, and economic 

marginalization of Black youth is a fact that is difficult to dispute. For example, while 

approximately 14 percent of non-Hispanic White children younger than age 18 lived in 

poverty in 2005, the poverty rate for Black children was 34 percent, more than twice that 

of Whites.1 Living in poverty was not the only marker of the marginal existence of far 

too many Black youth. Unfortunately, education and employment statistics do not 

provide a more optimistic picture. In 2005, nearly 20 percent of Black Americans 18 

years and older had not completed high school, compared to 11 percent of Whites 18 and 

older.2 Similarly, data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that Black youth ages 

16 to 19 suffered an unemployment rate of 29 percent in November 2006, more than 

twice that of White youth, who had an unemployment rate of 13 percent.3

Data from the U.S. Department of Justice indicate that in 2003, 3 of 1,000 White 

male Americans ages 18–19 were in a U.S. prison, compared to 21 of 1,000 Black males 

and 7 of 1,000 Hispanic males ages 18–19. The racial disparity grows when we look at 

males 20 to 24 years of age. Approximately 9 of 1,000 White males 20–24 years old find 

themselves in prison, compared to 70 of 1,000 Black males and 23 of 1,000 Hispanic 

males ages 20–24.4 In 2004, Black males ages 14–24 constituted 1 percent of the general 

population; however, they comprised nearly 15 percent of all victims of homicide and 

more than a quarter—26 percent—of homicide offenders. These numbers again suggest 

the marginal existence that many young Black Americans confront, compared to White 

                                                 
1 U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2006 Annual Social and Economic Supplement, 
Detailed Poverty Tables, Table 5, at http://pubdb3.census.gov/macro/032006/pov/toc.htm. 
2 U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2005 Annual Social and Economic Supplement.  
3 United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. “Employment Status of Civilian 
Population by Race, Sex, and Age.” Table A-2, http://www.bls.gov/new.release/empsit.t02.htm. 
4 U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics. Prisoners in 2003, Bulletin NCJ 205335 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, November 2004), p. 9, Table 12. 
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males ages 14–24, who constitute 6 percent of the population, 10 percent of homicide 

victims, and 18 percent of homicide offenders.5 And while Black youth comprise only 16 

percent of the adolescent population in the U.S., in 2004 they accounted for 50 percent of 

adolescents arrested for murder, 46 percent of those arrested for violent crimes,6 and 

approximately 40 percent of juveniles in public and private residential custody facilities.7  

 Finally, in the realm of sex, the racial disparity detailed above continues. For 

example, in 2005, Black high-school students were more likely than White students to 

report ever having had sexual intercourse—68 percent and 43 percent, respectively—

having initiated sex before age 13—17 percent and 4 percent, respectively—having had 

sex with four or more partners—28 percent and 11 percent, respectively—and having 

used birth-control pills to prevent pregnancy before last sexual intercourse—10 percent 

and 22 percent, respectively.8 Moreover, in 2004, Black youth comprised 55 percent of 

those ages 13–24 with HIV.9 Black youth also accounted for 53 percent of HIV 

infections among young people ages 20–24.10 In terms of AIDS, Black youth comprised 

51 percent of all AIDS cases among young people ages 13–19 from 1981 to 2001 and 61 

percent of new AIDS cases in the same age range in 2001, even though they represented 

only 16 percent of all young people ages 13–19.11

                                                 
5 U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics. “Homicide Trends in the United States: Age, 
Gender and Race Trends,” http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/homicide/tables/proportiontab.htm. 
6 Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics Online: http://www.albany.edu/sourcebook/pdf/t4102004.pdf, 
Table 4.10.2004. 
7 Sickmund, Melissa, T. J. Sladky, and Wei Kang. “Census of Juveniles in Residential Placement 
Databook” [Online]. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention. http://www.ojjdp.ncjrs.org. 
8 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance. Surveillance 
Summaries, June 9, 2006. MMWR 2006:55(SS-5). 
9 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, HIV/AIDS among Youth, Factsheets at 
http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/resources/factsheets/print/youth.htm. 
10 Deas, Nahnahsha. January 2003. Adolescents and HIV/AIDS. Advocates for Youth. 
11 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. “HIV/AIDS Surveillance in Adolescents—L265 Slide Series 
(through 2001).” 
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It is this stark reality of poverty, imprisonment, disease, and other life-threatening 

conditions that makes exploring the attitudes, norms, resources, and behaviors of this 

population so important. When we asked respondents questions about their existence, we 

found stark differences among the young people in our sample based on race and 

ethnicity. Some key findings are:  

• One-third of Black youth thought things like drugs, violence, gangs, and crime were a 
big problem in their neighborhood. The percentage of youth who believe this are: 

   
o 33% of Black youth 
o 30% of Hispanic youth 
o 10% of White youth 

 
• Only 14% of Black youth believe that they grew up in a very good neighborhood. The 

percentage of youth who believe this are: 
   

o 14% of Black youth 
o 16% of Hispanic youth 
o 30% of White youth 

 
• Twenty-three percent more Black youth than Whites believe that Black youth receive 

a poorer education on average than do White youth. The percentage of youth who 
believe this are: 

 
o 54% of Black youth 
o 40% of Hispanic youth 
o 31% of White youth  

 
• More than 40 percent of Black youth agree with the statement that “people judge me 

by what I can buy and what I own.” The percentage of youth who believe this are: 
   

o 41% of Black youth 
o
o 26% of White youth 

 34% of Hispanic youth 
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Politics 

“I think [young Blacks] are less [politically active]…I think when our grandparents were 
growing up, they were fighting for something that everybody could visually see. And 
now we’re fighting for things that are not as obvious. Racism was visual. You walked 
into a restroom it said, ‘NO BLACKS.’ You could see that. Now the things we’re 
fighting for, that we’re trying to change, are not as visual.” (23-year-old Black female) 
 

Today, researchers actually have less systematic information on the political ideas 

and actions of Black youth than they did thirty years ago. Specifically, when researchers 

in the 1980s realized that the data they had gathered on young people were not reliable 

predictors of adult political behavior, scholars in the social sciences, especially political 

science and psychology, seemed to lose interest in examining the political development 

or socialization of young people.12 As the discipline of political science, and in particular 

the field of American politics, designated the politics of young people as less important, 

the subfield of Black politics followed suit and focused its research, especially its 

national data-gathering projects, on the politics of adults: those Black individuals 

formally allowed to fully engage in the democratic process and those more easily 

accessed through surveys when issues of consent were taken into consideration. 

Researchers associated with the Black Youth Project take a different approach to 

research on Black Americans and young people. We believe that even in their teen years, 

young people are political actors worthy of study. The truth, of course, is that young 

people today, in particular marginalized and racialized youth, find themselves at the 

center of many national political struggles and are, therefore, politicized at a much earlier 

age than more privileged youth. Increased access to information through the Internet, 

                                                 
12 Flanagan, Constance A., and Gallay, Leslie S. 1995. “Reframing the Meaning of ‘Political’ in Research 
with Adolescents.” Perspectives on Political Science 24(1):34–42. 
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television, and popular culture, as well as the constant presence of the state in the lives of 

vulnerable populations, means that the age of significant political engagement with the 

state and other political entities, if not formal political citizenship, is spiraling downward. 

It is time, therefore, to once again engage the question of politics among young people, 

not with an eye toward how such attitudes will influence their behavior when they are 

older adults, but instead with a determination to understand how their current sense and 

practice of politics broadens the political spectrum and the places where we find politics.  

While a number of the individuals in our study are not old enough to vote, they 

are forming opinions about themselves, their communities, and their government that 

have important consequences for the study of American politics and more practically for 

their and our political future. For example, young Black people engage with the state on a 

regular basis through state-run health care policies such as Medicaid, through their own 

experiences or their children’s experience in the public schools, through the payment of 

taxes, and through encounters with the police. Thus, researchers are sorely mistaken if we 

proceed as if young people, who are often the targets of institutional and state campaigns, 

programs, and policies, do not have strong opinions about and take “political” action to 

better their position in society, their life chances, and the distribution of power in their 

communities and the country. 

Our findings provide insights into how young Black Americans think about their 

political status; the political, economic, and social contexts they confront daily; the work 

of the government; the effectiveness of public policies directed at and disproportionately 

affecting them; and what they believe must be done to improve their lives. Whether they 

use the Internet to express their concerns and views or dialogue with friends face-to-face, 
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many of the young people in our study are finding ways to express their political 

positions. 

At the center of this project are questions that focus on the perceived political 

status of young people. For example, we asked our respondents whether they believe 

themselves to be citizens, guaranteed full rights and status. Or, do these young people see 

themselves as inhabiting some lower tier in a hierarchy of citizenship? How do young 

people who daily confront limited life opportunities come to understand their political 

status and the ability of politics and specific public policies to significantly change their 

life and the life chances of those around them? Some of the key findings are: 

• A strong majority of youth believe that they can make a difference by participating in 
politics and that they have the knowledge and skills necessary to participate in 
politics. The percentage of youth who believe that they can make a difference by 
participating in politics are: 
 

o 79% of Black youth  
o 77% of Hispanic youth 
o 79% of White youth 
 

The percentage of youth who believe that they have the skills and knowledge to 
participate in politics are: 
 

o 74% Black youth  
o 66% of Hispanic youth 
o 70% of White youth 

 
• At the same time, the majority of both Black and Hispanic youth believe that the 

leaders in government care very little about people like them. The percentage of 
youth who believe this are: 

   
o 56% of Black youth 
o 52% of Hispanic youth 
o 44% of White youth 
 

• Nearly half of Black youth agree with the statement that “the government treats most 
immigrants better than it treats most Black people in this country.” Much smaller 
proportions of Hispanic and White youth agree. The percentage of youth who agree 
with this statement are: 
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o 48% of Black youth 
o 18% of Hispanic youth 
o 29% of White youth 

 
• The overwhelming majority of Black youth believe that the government would do 

more to find a cure for AIDS if more White people had the disease. Again, smaller 
proportions of Hispanic and White youth agree. The percentage of youth who believe 
this are: 

 
o 68% of Black youth 
o 50% of Hispanic youth 
o 34% of White youth 

 
• And while young Black Americans are skeptical of the government, they are finding 

avenues to exert some political power. Interestingly, while very few young people 
have engaged in boycotts, nearly a quarter (23%) have engaged in buycotting (buying 
a certain product or service because they like the social or political values of that 
company). The percentage of youth who report participating in a boycott in the twelve 
months prior to completing the survey in 2005 are: 
 

o 2% of Black youth 
o 4% of Hispanic youth 
o 6% of White youth 
 

The percentage of youth who report participating in a buycott in the twelve months 
prior to completing the survey in 2005 are: 
 

o 25% of Black youth 
o 20% of Hispanic youth 
o 23% of White youth 

 

Sex 

“I think…or at least I feel, that if you’re going to teach something about sex you 
shouldn’t just teach one side; you should teach both sides. So then…at least, if they 
choose to go with being abstinent, they know everything about it. Or if they choose to 
have sex, they know how to do it properly. If you just teach one side and don’t cover the 
other, you leave one side that could potentially be dangerous…then you end up with all 
the results we currently have today.” (24-year-old Black female) 
 

It is evident from the expanding literature detailing the sexual behavior of young 

Black Americans that sex and intimate relationships are structuring components in the 
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lives of this population, as they are with all young people. Unfortunately, it is often the 

most outwardly extreme and seemingly detrimental sexual choices of Black youth that 

are portrayed in the media, defining how many, if not most, Americans think about this 

part of the citizenry. Thus, in response to statistics such as those outlined above that 

indicate the early initiation of sex among Black youth, their higher numbers of sexual 

partners, and their disproportionate rates of HIV and AIDS, much of the lay and 

academic discussion of sex among this population has been framed in the language of 

crisis, risk, and danger. Missing from much of this literature are the opinions, attitudes, 

and explanations for the sexual choices of Black youth from Black youth. 

While a number of questions included in the Black Youth Project ask about the 

sexual behaviors of individual young people, it is the contention of the research team that 

we cannot understand these seemingly individual decisions without also investigating the 

systematic pressures, conditions, and desires that influence the sexual and intimate 

decision-making of this group. Furthermore, we are interested in how young Black 

people think about not only their sexual decisions but also outside forces such as the role 

and responsibility of the state to promote healthy sexual lives. Increasingly and 

consistently, the realm of sexuality, in particular sexuality among racially and 

economically marginal groups, has come under the purview of the state, whether it is 

school boards deciding what constitutes sex education, the Supreme Court deciding if 

women will have access to reproductive choices including abortion, or national and state 

governments deciding how much funding, if any, will be devoted to condom distribution 

in areas devastated by HIV/AIDS. Given the significance of the government in shaping 

the sexual environment for adolescents and young adults, we decided to directly ask 
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young people what they believed the role of the state should be in the sexual lives and 

education of young people. Some of the key findings are: 

• More than 90% of young people believe that sex education should be mandatory in 
high schools. The percentage of youth who believe this are: 

 
o 93% of Black youth 
o 92% of Hispanic youth 
o 90% of White youth 

 
• The percentage of young people who strongly agree that sex education should be 

mandatory in high schools increases with age. The percentage of those who strongly 
agree are: 

 
o 20% of 15–17-year-olds  
o 32% of 18–21-year-olds  
o 39% of 22–25-year-olds  

 
• The overwhelming majority of young people disagree that the government should 

fund only abstinence-only sex-education programs. The percentage of youth who 
disagree with this policy position are: 

  
o 81% of White youth 
o 79% of Hispanic youth 
o 76% of Black youth 

 
• The majority of young people agree that condoms should be available in high schools. 

The percentage of youth who agree are: 
 

o 76% of Black youth 
o 74% of Hispanic youth 
o 68% of White youth 

 
• It could be that young Black people strongly support sex education because they fear 

the consequences of risky or unprotected sex, consequences such as abortion. Nearly 
half of Black and Hispanic youth agree that abortion is always wrong. A little more 
than one-third of White youth agree with that statement. The percentage of youth who 
agree with that statement are: 

 
o 47% of Black youth 
o 46% of Hispanic youth 
o 34% of White youth 
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• Although many Black youth believe that abortion is always wrong, the majority of 
youth disagree that “the government should make it illegal to get an abortion under 
any circumstances.” The percentage of youth who disagree are: 

  
o 58% of Black youth 
o 57% of Hispanic youth 
o 67% of White youth 
 
 

Rap Music and Rap Videos 

“In the videos… I dislike the way they objectify women…I think…if you were just to 
watch music videos and never have met a Black person in your life, you probably would 
think ill of Black people altogether…White people probably think that Black people 
don’t care about anything but sex and selling drugs and partying all the time. I mean, 
that’s the images you get from rap music videos, pretty much.” (17-year-old Black male) 
 

Numerous articles have crowned hip-hop as the defining cultural form in the lives 

of young people, not only in the United States but also in many different parts of the 

world. By all reports, hip-hop culture—rap music, graffiti, break dancing, and djing—

comprises much of what young Black Americans listen to, watch, talk about, and 

possibly emulate. And while a substantial literature has emerged detailing the history and 

current manifestations of hip-hop culture, there also has developed substantial writing 

and some research warning of the possible negative impact of hip-hop culture on young 

African Americans, stemming from its focus on and promotion of sex, drugs, crime, 

misogyny, consumerism, and nihilism. While many “experts” surmise that hip-hop 

culture, especially rap music, has a negative impact on the sexual decisions of young 

African Americans, in particular African American girls, there has been limited empirical 

evidence to back up such claims.13 The Black Youth Project provides some of the 

                                                 
13 For empirical work in this area, see, for example: Wingood, Gina M., Ralph SiClemente, Jay M. 
Bernhardt, Kathy Harringon, Susan L. Davies, Alyssa Robillard, and Edward W. Hook. 2003. “A 
Prospective Study of Exposure to Rap Music Videos and African American Female Adolescents’ Health.” 
American Journal of Public Health 93(3):437–439. 
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empirical information needed to answer questions about the impact of rap music and rap 

music videos on the decision-making and behavior of young people, in particular Black 

youth. Moreover, the data from this project will help us understand not only whether rap 

music in general has an impact on the attitudes and actions of young Black people, but 

also what young people, in particular Black youth, think of the images they see in rap 

videos. Some of the key findings are:  

 
• The majority of Black youth say they listen to rap music every day. The percentage of 

youth that listen to rap music daily are: 
 

o 58% of Black youth  
o 45% of Hispanic youth 
o 23% of White youth  

 
• Only 3% of Black youth report never listening to rap music, compared to 19% of 

White youth and 12% of Hispanic young people. 
 
• Five times the percentage of Black young people watch rap music programming on 

television every day compared to White youth. The percentage of youth that watch 
daily are: 

 
o 25% of Black youth 
o 18% of Hispanic youth 
o 5% of White youth 

 
• And while young Black Americans are listening to rap music and watching rap music 

videos, they are also critical of this cultural form. A majority of young people agree 
with the statement “Rap music videos have too many references to violence.” Young 
women and girls (70%) are more likely than young men and boys (59%) to agree with 
the statement. 

 
• In general, most young people agree with the statement “Rap music videos portray 

Black women in bad and offensive ways.” However, young Black women and girls 
are more likely to strongly agree with the statement. 
 

o 66 % of young Black females agree; 26% of those strongly agree 
o 60% of young White females agree; 19% of those strongly agree 
o 53% of young Hispanic females agree; 15% of those strongly agree 
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o 57% of young Black males agree; 17% of those strongly agree 
o 55% of young Hispanic males agree; 13% of those strongly agree 
o 61% of young White males agree; 10% of those strongly agree 

 
• While the majority of young people agree with the statement “Rap music videos 

portray Black men in bad and offensive ways,” nearly a majority of young Black men 
and boys disagree with the statement. The percentage that disagree with the statement 
are: 

 
o 44% of young Black males  
o 35% of young Hispanic males  
o 29% of young White males  

 

Health 

“HIV and AIDS is just a matter of [people] not being educated about the situation and not 
taking it as seriously as possible. You know, I think, originally, we were taught that [HIV 
and AIDS] only happens to gay people. And then as the epidemic spread a lot wider, we 
realized that it happens to everybody. It’s just a matter of taking that extra step. And then 
some people have that idea that it doesn’t…sex doesn’t feel as good with protection. Or it 
takes too long. Or they think they don’t have it. It just has to be a commitment that you 
have to have protection every time you have sex.” (23-year-old Black female) 
 

Researchers studying the health of Black Americans and Black youth have 

produced complicated and empirically grounded models of the health decisions and 

behaviors of young Black Americans, accounting for biological, individual, and social 

factors.14 For example, through the availability of large N studies—studies with a large 

number of respondents—such as the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System, the 

National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, the National Health Interview Survey, 

and the National Survey of Family Growth, researchers now have data that allow them to 

                                                 
14 Murphy, Joseph J., and Scott Boggess. 1998. “Increase Use Among Teenage Males, 1985–1995: The 
Role of Attitudes.” Family Planning Perspectives 30(6):276–280 and 303; Belgrave, F. Z., S. M. Randolph, 
C. Carter, N. Braithwaite, and T. Arrington. 1993. “The Impact of Knowledge, Norms and Self-efficacy on 
Intentions to Engage in AIDS-preventive Behaviors among Young Incarcerated African American Males.” 
Journal of Black Psychology 19:155–168; Furstenberg, Frank F., Jr., S. P. Morgan, K. A. Moore, and J. C. 
Peterson. 1987. “Race Differences in the Timing of Adolescent Intercourse.” American Sociological 
Review 52:511–518. 
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investigate the prevalence of numerous diseases and health behaviors, exploring also 

disparities across racial, ethnic, gender, and class groupings.15

Unfortunately, often missing from work based on large N studies are the voices, 

opinions, and attitudes of the young people at the center of such investigations. The Black 

Youth Project addresses some of these shortcomings, by exploring the explanations for 

the health choices of young Blacks directly from young Black Americans. Through these 

new data, we are able to generate new theories about Black youth, their conceptions of 

health, their feelings about the health care system, and their understanding of the impact 

of health policy on their lives. While researchers have made great strides in accounting 

for various health outcomes, we have paid little attention to how young people think 

more broadly about the concept of health. What does being healthy and living healthily 

mean to young Black Americans? What new factors affect their health decisions and 

behaviors? And possibly most importantly, do they perceive race as influencing the 

health care that they and their communities receive? The data from the Black Youth 

Project provide new insight into these areas. Some of the key findings are: 

 

• Young people of different races and ethnicities report significant differences in how 
they access health care. The majority of White youth (59%) report receiving medical 
care from a private doctor, nearly 20% more than Black youth. The percentage of 
youth who report receiving care from a private doctor are: 

 
o 59% of White youth  
o 40% of Black youth  
o 39% of Hispanic youth 

 
• The majority of Black youth receive most of their medical care from a community 

health clinic or a hospital—or, more specifically, an emergency room. The percentage 
of youth who report receiving care in these different types of facilities are: 

                                                 
15 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 2002. “Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance—United States, 
2001.” Surveillance Summaries, MMWR 2002:51(SS-4). 
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Community Health Clinic   Hospital or Emergency Room
30% of Black youth   25% of Black youth  
29% of Hispanic youth    20% of Hispanic youth 
16% of White youth   16% of White youth 

 
• An overwhelming majority of Black youth believe that the government would do 

more to find a cure for AIDS if more White people had the disease. The percentage of 
youth who believe this are: 

 
o 68% of Black youth  
o 50% of Hispanic youth  
o 34% of White youth 
 

• A majority of Black and Hispanic youth believe that Blacks are treated less fairly than 
Whites in the health care system. The percentage of youth who believe this are: 

 
o 59% of Black youth 
o 52% of Hispanic youth 
o 32% of White youth  

 

Racial Attitudes 

“I don’t think that [racism will be eliminated]…because racism is taught from parent to 
child, from parent to child. That’s something that’s carried down. So, it could be 
[eliminated]. I can hope that it would be. But I don’t think that it will be.” (18-year-old 
Black male) 
 

Many of the young Black Americans who comprise the central population of this 

study have encountered a very different political and racial landscape than the one in 

which their parents lived. Some of these young people have grown up under the 

leadership of Black mayors and other public officials. They have not been forced into 

legally segregated schools, and policies and laws such as affirmative action have been 

part of the legal currency during their lifetime. It could be argued that never have Black 

Americans been so politically powerful or experienced such social and economic 

mobility. Ironically, during this same period, these same young people have also seen, 

and in far too many cases directly experienced, escalating rates of incarceration, HIV and 
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AIDS, and violence. They continue to live with residential segregation, public-school 

failure, and racial discrimination. Given the two seemingly conflicting realities of young 

Black Americans, researchers in the Black Youth Project wanted to explore the racial 

attitudes of this group. Which message—the one of opportunity in a color-blind society 

or the one of persistent and systemic discrimination—seems to influence their racial 

attitudes the most? To find the answer, we asked a battery of questions about the 

opportunity and discrimination that young Blacks face today. Some of the key findings 

are: 

• More than 60% of Black youth agree with the statement that “it is hard for young 
Black people to get ahead because they face so much discrimination.” The percentage 
of youth who agree with this statement are: 

 
o 61% of Black youth 
o 45% of Hispanic youth 
o 43% of White youth  

 
• A near majority of Black youth agree that “sometimes young Black people have to act 

White to get ahead.” The percentage of youth who believe this are: 
 

o 46% of Black youth 
o 30% of Hispanic youth 
o 25% of White youth  

 
• The overwhelming majority of youth believe that on average, the police discriminate 

much more against Black youth than they do against White youth. The percentage of 
youth who believe this are: 

 
o 79% of Black youth 

 h 
 

o 73% of Hispanic yout
o 63% of White youth  

 
• While less than 20% of Black youth state that they were very often or often 

discriminated against because of their race, 48% of Black youth report that they were 
discriminated against rarely or never because of their race.  
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• Very few young people believe that racism will be eliminated during their lifetime.  
 

that it is very likely that racism will be 
eliminated during their lifetime are:  

 

th 
o 4% of White youth  

 
e of youth who believe that racism will not be eliminated during their 

lifetime are: 
 

th 
o 33% of White youth 

 

Conclusion 

t 

keeps it from being torn asunder.” (W. E. B. 
uBois, The Souls of Black Folk, 1903) 

 
The data gathered through the Black Youth Project provide an important and 

empirically grounded glimpse into the complicated and at times conflicted thinking of 

young Black Americans. The young people whose voices and opinions comprise this 

study are clearly aware of the larger political, social, and economic realities that they and 

their peers face. They are able to point to the discrepancies in the opportunities that White 

youth are presented with and the economic, social, and political challenges that they face. 

These young people experience life at the intersection of multiple regulating systems and 

when asked are able to articulate an intersectional analysis that explains their complicated 

lives. So at the same time that young Black Americans detail the larger discriminatory 

context that surrounds and influences their lives and decision-making, they are also 

The percentage of youth who believe 

o 11% of Black youth  
o 12% of Hispanic you

The percentag

o 42% of Black youth 
o 43% of Hispanic you

“It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at 
one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world tha
looks on in amused contempt and pity.  One ever feels his two-ness,—an American, a 
Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one 
dark body, whose dogged strength alone 
D
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willing to discuss and highlight the personal responsibility that individuals have in terms 

of bettering their lives and their communities.  

Far from ranting about their failures and engaging in the blame game, these young 

people provide a complex and balanced analysis of the intersection of opportunity and 

will in their lives. Black youth are searching for answers and opportunities. They are 

trying to make sense of the two worlds they inhabit—one that proclaims to be a color-

blind society and the other still rooted in racism and a racial hierarchy. Given this 

existence of double-consciousness that W. E. B. DuBois noted in Black Americans more 

than a century ago, it is not surprising that Black youth agree both that “it is hard for 

young Black people to get ahead because they face so much discrimination” and that “too 

many young Black people have the wrong morals about important things like sex and 

work.”16 Such findings underscore the need for researchers to make the time and effort to 

map the complicated thinking of this group. If we take the time to listen to young Black 

Americans, they are willing to reveal the challenges they face and the strategies they 

deploy, not just for survival but with the hope of securing joy, pleasure, and progress in 

their lives and for the country.  

                                                 
16 Dubois, W. E. B. 1990.  The Souls of Black Folk.  New York: Vintage Books. 
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Researchers and Personnel of the Black Youth Project 

Principal Investigator: 

 
Cathy J. Cohen 
Professor, Department of Political Science  

Cathy J. Cohen is Professor of Political Science and former Director of the Center 
for the Study of Race, Politics, and Culture at the University of Chicago. She is 
the author of The Boundaries of Blackness: AIDS and the Breakdown of Black 
Politics (University of Chicago Press, 1999) and co-editor with Kathleen Jones 
and Joan Tronto of Women Transforming Politics: An Alternative Reader (New 
York University Press, 1997). Cohen currently serves as co-editor with Frederick 
Harris of a book series from Oxford University Press entitled Transgressing 
Boundaries: Studies in Black Politics and Black Communities.  

Cohen’s general field of specialization is American politics, although her research 
interests include African American politics, lesbian and gay politics, and social 
movements. Her work has been published in numerous journals and edited 
volumes including the American Political Science Review, GLQ, NOMOS, and 
Social Text. She also has received numerous grants and awards including a recent 
Robert Wood Johnson Investigator’s Award and a Ford Foundation research grant 
for her work on Black youth.  

 
Project Manager: 

 
Rolisa Tutwyler 
Center for the Study of Race, Politics, and Culture  

 

Graduate Researchers: 

 
Paula Nicole Booke 
Department of Political Science 
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Jamila Celestine-Michener 
Department of Political Science  
 

 
Andrew Dilts 
Department of Political Science  
 

 
Tanji Gilliam 
History of Culture  
 

 
Marissa Guerrero 
Department of Political Science  
 

 
Crystal Holmes 
Department of Political Science  
 

 
Mosi Ifatunji 
Department of Sociology, University of Illinois, Chicago  
 

 
Ainsley LeSure 
Department of Political Science  
 

 
Tehama Lopez 
Department of Political Science  
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Julie Lee Merseth 
Department of Political Science  
 

 
Charles Miniger 
School of Social Service Administration  
 

 
Laurence Ralph 
Department of Anthropology  
 

 
Michael Ralph 
Department of Anthropology  
 

 
Scott Roberts 
Department of Political Science  
 

 
Deva Woodly 
Department of Political Science  

 

Undergraduate Researchers: 

 
Alexandra Bell 
 

 
Jamie Bharath 
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Aron Cobbs 
 

 
Justin Hill 
 

 
Jerusalem Melke
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Funding for the Black Youth Project 
 
The institutions listed below contributed to funding to the survey, in-depth interviews and 
analysis of data pursued through the Black Youth Project. 
 
 
Ford Foundation  
(Headquarters)  
320 E. 43rd Street  
New York, NY 10017 
telephone: 212-573-5000  
fax: 212-351-3677 
 
 
 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
P.O. Box 2316 
College Road East and Route 1 
Princeton, NJ 08543 
888-631-9989 
 
 
 
Division of the Social Sciences, University of Chicago 
1126 E. 59th Street 
Chicago, IL 60637 
773-702-8799 
 
 
 
Center for the Study of Race, Politics, and Culture, University of Chicago 
5733 S. University Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60637 
773-702-8063 
 
 
 
NORC: A National Organization for Research at the University of 
Chicago 
1155 E. 60th Street 
Chicago, IL 60637 
773-256-6000 
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